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FRIENDS 
 OF THE 
 HOODED 
 PLOVER 

NEWS 
 

Issue Number 8 
 

As the Hooded Plover breeding season comes to an end for the 2011 – 2012 
season, it is with great disappointment I report only 3 chicks have fledged 
on the Mornington Peninsula (as I write this 2 chicks have hatched at 
Moama, see photo below, so numbers might improve just a little) even so 
this is the worst result in over 6 seasons. 

 

Here is a brief overview of this breeding season. 
Early in the season there were quite a lot of nests reported and eggs laid. 
Unfortunately high tides caused many nest failures and some beaches lost 
good habitat for nesting, particularly at Gunnamatta and Koonya. 
Foxes and ravens were captured on camera predating on nests and possibly 
newly hatched chicks. 
Three healthy, active little chicks were wardened unsuccessfully at St An-
drews early in the season, Portsea during the busy Christmas period and 
Heyfields later in January. 
Unfortunately these beaches have big a problem with unsupervised dogs, off 
lead being allowed to run all over the beaches. To make matters worse the 
Portsea chick was in a dog exclusion zone. At Heyfields two large ‘Chicks on 
the Beach” banners were removed over successive nights. These cost $100 
each which has left a big hole in our pocket. 
 

The question remains: how do we get dog owners to observe the park regu-
lations? 
 

One area where we are assisting Parks Vic is to look at what signage there 
is at the different entrance points to the surf beaches along our stretch of 
coast. Some factors we will take into consideration are - is the signage up to 
date, is it clearly visible, is it at all points of access to the beaches? 

Neil Shelly and John Franklin have started collating this information. 
 

Another initiative was to apply for a grant from Coastcare Victoria to fence 
off good nesting habitat and also fence main tracks down to the beach. 
Hopefully this will funnel beachgoers onto the beach and away from nesting 
areas, preserving both HP habitat and also important natural vegetation. 
FoHP was successful and has been awarded a $22,000 grant to do this. 
BirdLife Australia has also donated another $15,000. We are very grateful 
for both grants and will work with Parks Victoria and BirdLife Australia to 
have the fencing completed by May 2012. In the process, some old fencing 
will be removed and new signs erected. 
 

Although the season has been somewhat depressing there have been some 
rays of sunshine along the way. 
Three ‘Kids Days’ held over the busy tourist times were well attended. 
Two information/refresher days held in January were well attended and we 
welcomed some new members to the group as a result of these. 
 

Congratulations to Phillip Island, they have had a wonderful season. They 
have suffered dismal seasons in the past, like the one we have just experi-
enced, so we should never give up hope. 
I hear there was a champagne breakfast held on the beach at Pt Lonsdale to 
celebrate their first fledgling there in 6 years. An amazing feat given the 
chick was present over the Christmas /Rip to River run/ New Year and had 
peak summer crowds all around it. 
Wardens played a very significant part in these successes. 
 

Banding is continuing and some very interesting observations have being 
reported. One juvenile from the Mornington Peninsula (banded early last 
year) has made several trips across to the Bellarine Peninsula. 
 

Finally a big thank you to Anne Ballard who has taken up the time consuming 
task of obtaining media coverage. She has also spent many hours delivering 
posters, leaflets and stickers to surrounding retail outlets on the Peninsula. 
 

Diane Lewis  

‘Stopping the loss of our threatened species is a community responsibility. 
It’s a big task, but if we can all do our part, we can have a positive impact’ 

(Sign – Tasmanian National Park) 
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During December & January, the Friends of the Hooded 
Plover conducted three craft & activity mornings for primary 
aged children. After some weeks of delivering brochures & 
pasting leaflets along the southern Mornington Peninsula, 
the first ‘Kids Craft Morning’ was held at St Andrews Com-
munity Centre on December 28th last year.  

The morning was organized & run by Malcolm Brown, with 
Diane Lewis & Neil Shelley, amongst others. Malcolm 

brought canvas banners, which were the focus of the chil-
drens’ painting activities during the morning. The result was 
four painted banners! These large, colourful artworks depict 
hooded plovers on the beach. One banner has since been 
given pride of place at later craft days. It also provides an-
other method for showing children what a ‘hoodie’ looks like 
& where it lives.  

Each participant received hooded plover stickers, cards, leaf-
lets & information about the Friends of the Hooded Plover to 
take home.  
 

With eight children & ten adults attending the St Andrews 
‘Kids’ Craft Morning’, it  was judged to be a success, given 
the inclement weather & proximity to Xmas celebrations. 
 

The Leader newspaper attended on the morning, later pub-
lishing an article on the activities of the Friends of the 
Hooded Plover (Mornington Peninsula) Inc, and included a 
large photo of a happy six year old painting the banner! 
 

The next ‘Kids’ Craft Morning’ was conducted with BirdLife 
Australia (formerly Birds Australia & Bird Observation and 
Conservation Australia) at the Sorrento rotunda in early 
January, with thirty seven children attending.  As BirdLife 
Australia & FoHP had been able to expand the range of 
hooded plover information by then, we all came laden with 
materials to distribute. The main activity for the morning 

involved each child painting a hooded plover calico bag, 
(courtesy of BirdLife Australia), to take home with them.  
Paints, crayons & glitter were provided & the children were 
able to paint & decorate their own bag in any manner that 
they wished. 
 

Malcolm Brown brought the new ‘hoodie’ banner.  Neil Shel-
ley brought the drinks for the children & the ‘food’ – long 
sour snakes! As neither Nick Esbert from BirdLife Australia or 
myself had had any previous involvement with the childrens’ 

SUMMER ACTIVITIES FOR KIDS 
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VOLUNTEERS NEEDED 
 

Environment Week at the Briars   

19 to 23 March 
 

‘E Week is held annually at the Briars Historic Park 
in Mount Martha. It is a week of activities designed 
to instil in children, a sense that they can make a 

difference through living a sustainable life and 
contributing to a sustainable future’. 

 

Last year we shared a marquee with Birds Australia. 
It was a very successful week; the marquee often had a 
line of children waiting to come in.  News of our interest-
ing activities had spread quickly. 
This year FoHP and BirdLife Australia will share a larger 
marquee with more interactive displays and activities. 
 

To get this to happen we need 2 -3 volunteers to help 
each day.  
The day is not difficult, supervising activities 
and speaking to interested teachers, the kids are a de-
light and eager to participate 
 

A great BBQ lunch is cooked for volunteers each day. 
 

Here are the details and the E-Week website   
www.morningtoneweek.com.au so you can have a look 
at what else is happening during the week. 
 

Dates: 19th - 23rd March 2012  
 

Venue: Briars Historic Park 
  450 Nepean Highway, Mt Martha 
 

Sessions:   Morning   -   9.30am - 11.30am 
                   Afternoon - 12.15pm - 2.15pm 
 
Please let me know if you can help by either phoning 
0419 320 205 or emailing hploversmornpen@gmail.com  
 

Looking forward to seeing some familiar faces. 
 

Diane Lewis  

craft activities, initially we busied ourselves trying to do 
whatever Neil & Malcolm seemed to be doing! Malcolm, in 
his inimitable style, persuaded passing parents that their 
children would love the free activities which we offered. 

During the morning, the rotunda became crowded with in-
terested families collecting stickers & cards, hooded plover 
information, dog leads & soft drinks before they left with 
their calico bags. 
 

The third craft morning was conducted in mid January as 
part of the Junior Ranger Program. On yet another cold & 

wet summer day, twenty one excited children & parents 
assembled at Portsea Back Beach for a Conservation Craft 
Morning, which had been organized by Parks Victoria, 
BirdLife Australia & FoHP. We learned from many parents 
that they had decided not to attend because of the weather, 
but their children had insisted on coming! Some parents had 
also travelled a long distance to attend. 
 

There was a presentation to the children & their parents by 
Kim Cott, Parks Victoria, & Diane Lewis. The group discussed 
how we should care for the beach environment. People were 
especially interested to find out about the plight of the 
hooded plover & asked many questions. Discussion about 
‘hoodies’ & the work of FoHP continued whilst children & 
adults painted & decorated their calico bags enthusiastically. 
  

Before leaving, participants collected stickers, postcards, 
swapcards, an hooded plover activity book, leaflets & bro-
chures. Children were also given a Junior Ranger badge & 
certificate, along with a soft drink & a sour snake. On leav-
ing, parents agreed that the morning was well worthwhile.     
 

These craft mornings are fun for adults & children. If you 
think that you would like to assist at any of these activities, 
you would be most welcome. They are proving valuable in 
raising public awareness & providing information about 
‘hoodies’. FoHP have also been able to recruit new members 
through this forum. 
 

Anne Ballard  An
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We arranged to meet at Sorrento ocean beach, where we 
left our vehicles, and piled in with our leader for the trip to 
Point Nepean.  After checking in with Parks Victoria at the 
Quarantine Station on the way, and stopping to open gates, 
we parked not very far from Point Nepean itself. 

Conditions for the walk were perfect – a very low tide (due 
to the high pressure system and a light northerly breeze), 
clear skies and a calm sea. 

Before we set off we covered ourselves with sunscreen.  We 
then set off back along the road a short distance to the ac-
cess (come wallaby) track to the beach. 
 

The first part of the walk required scrabbling over some 
rocky area, after which we walked through lovely sandy 
coves with towering cliffs and waded through shallow water 
at the points between them.   

Most of these places have names, like Cheviot Beach (where 
Prime Minister Harold Holt met his demise), Peregrine Cove 
(the birds made an appearance as if on cue), Cup-of-tea 
Point (where we stopped for morning tea), Borgs Rocks, 
Sierra Nevada and Spooks Cove (supposedly named by surf-
ers who sneaked in here under the noses of the military). 
 

 

The main purpose of the walk, which took us just on four 
hours over a distance of approximately 9.5km, was to count 
the Hoodies in the area.  We encountered 28 of them in 
total: 27 adults and one juvenile, including a flock of 13 
resting on a rock platform.  There were plenty of other spe-
cies as well: Australasian Gannet, Little Pied Cormorant, 
Great Cormorant, White-faced Herron, Nankeen Kestrel, 
Peregrine Falcon, Sooty Oystercatcher, Pacific Gull, Kelp 
Gull, Silver Gull and Australian Magpie. 
 

Thanks to my companions on the day: Dennis Bertotto and 
Murray Bourchier, who do the walk most months and have 
done for a dozen years or so; and Tanya Pyk and Alice (a 
French student taking a year off from her studies) from 
BirdLife Australia. 
 

Neil Shelley 
 

(All photos by Neil) 

FEBRUARY 2012 HP COUNT WALK FROM PT NEPEAN TO PORTSEA, AND ON TO SORRENTO 
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FRIENDS OF THE HOODED PLOVER (MORNINGTON PENINSULA) INC 
Incorporation number:  A0054904Y 

COMMITTEE  

President: Diane Lewis Vice President: John Franklin Secretary: Val Ford 
Treasurer: Virginia Franklin  General members: Malcolm Brown, Neil Shelley 
 

CONTACTING FoHP 

Phone:   0419 320 205, 5984 0039 or 5988 0439   
Email:  hploversmornpen@gmail.com    
Post:   PO Box 36 Rye 3941 

NEWSLETTER  

Contributions:  Are welcome as emails, word documents, typed or hand written articles, photos 
& sketches.   
Tell us about your Hooded Plover experiences, frustrations, successes, .....   
Show us photos of your birds and beaches. 
 

Send to:  Val Ford, 5984 0039, at hploversmornpen@gmail.com or PO Box 36 Rye 3941      

Deadline for next newsletter: 25 May 2012 

MONTHLY HOODED PLOVER COUNTS 

Month Date Tide Time Tide Height (m) 

March 2012 Thu 15 11:35 AM 0.09 

April 2012 Thu 26 8:48 AM 0.30 

May 2012 Thu 24 7:42 AM 0.36 

June 2012 Thu 28 11:05 AM 0.61 

Monitoring Schedule  

Want to be involved? 
 

Contact Neil Shelley, 0438 557 178; birdrock16@gmail.com     

A BIG THANKS...........! 
 

The Friends of the Hooded Plover would like to thank all those who permitted us to paste up 
posters & information & to leave ‘hoodie’ stickers, cards & other materials for distribution 
at their work premises during the holiday season. These premises include Point Nepean Na-
tional Park information desk, Portsea Pier General Store & Koonya Store.  
 

At Sorrento distribution included Antipodes Bookshop, Stringers, Patrick’s Cafe, Buckley’s 
Chance, The Baths, Sorrento Community Centre, Sorrento Tourist Information & the Nepean 
Conservation Group. 
 

At Blairgowrie, material was distributed through IGA, Blairgowrie Milk Bar, Blairgowrie Post 
Office, Coast cafe & the Blairgowrie Community Noticeboard & Information Centre. 
 

In the Rye area, places that agreed to accept FoHP information for distribution included the 
Rye Fish Shop (opposite the jetty), Whitecliffs General Store, Peninsula Pantry (Turrana St) 
& the Milk Bar (Cr of Dundas & Avon Streets). 
 

There were also some hundreds of ‘hoodie’ brochures distributed prior to Xmas, including 
four hundred to St Andrews households.  

Anne Ballard 
 
Special thank you to Sorrento-Portsea RSL Sub-Branch 
 

Friends of the Hooded Plover (Mornington Peninsula) Inc would like to thank Sorrento-
Portsea RSL Sub-Branch for providing  a room for our Information / training day in January. 
 

I'd especially like to thank Kate Smith the Hon Secretary for all her help in setting up the 
room and organising  refreshments. 
 

It was an excellent venue, plenty of room and light, close to the main street with good 
parking.  

Diane Lewis 

Birds such as Singing Honeyeaters are also seen on the surveys 
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UPDATE ON VOLUNTEER HOURS 
Since the start of July 2011 members have been requested to provide data on the time in-
volved in various activities associated with our work for the Friends Group.  The activities for 
which times (hours) are being recorded and the total hours to date (end of January 2012) 
are:  
 

 On the beach  402 
 Administration 855 
 Events    93 
 Training   92 
 Travel    66 
 

The total so far is just over 1500 hours for about 20 active members.  Or about 11 hours per 
active member per month (or about  2.7 hours per active member per week).  
 

The end result is that a lot of hours are being spent by us to assist our little bird friends to 
accomplish the fledging of between (say) 3 to 9 chicks (that is assuming that no chicks 

would fledge if there was no Friends Group).  Remembering also that the breeding season is 
not over just yet.  The volunteer hours far exceed the hours estimated from previous years 
of around 800 hours. 
 

Keeping these records can assist us to assess whether we are getting the balance right in 
terms of (for example) hours on the beach versus administration.  At present it is about a 
1:2 ratio.  It is also very important in terms of us obtaining grant money. 
 

THANKS to all members who respond promptly to the monthly request.  Remember if for 
any reason you miss sending in your hours in any month, please include them in the figures 
for next month.  
 

A chart showing the breakup of hours by month and by activity is given below. 
 

John Franklin  
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MESSAGES FROM PARKS VIC  

The most efficient way of managing park related 
issues  
 

Can I remind people to report any park related issues to 13 1963 or 
info@parks.vic.gov.au 
These are the 7 day a week 24 hr contact details for Parks Victoria. 
 

Can I also remind people that as this is our busiest visitor management time of 
the year, rangers are patrolling the whole park from London Bridge to Flinders 
each & every day. 
As you will not be aware which ranger is where, which is on days off during the 
week or week end or on leave, the best point of contact to provide information is 
through our info centre. 
 

Phoning, texting or emailing rangers directly to report issues is not the most effi-
cient way of reporting & managing issues. 
 

Park issues are those activities where a person or persons health & safety maybe 
at risk by their own or others actions or by environmental factors.  Also where a 
person or persons activities maybe in the commission of committing an offence or 
antisocial behaviour that impacts on other park users or the environment.  In the 
Mornington Peninsula NP examples of this would be trees over tracks, steps or 
stairs washed away, dogs after 9am, dogs off lead before 9am, dogs in the 
Shorebird Conservation Zone, camping in the NP & rubbish dumping etc. 
 

Fisheries should be reported to 13 FISH 
 

 

Thankyou Annika 
 

Parks Victoria would like to wish Annika Spiridis all the best for her future studies 
and travel. Annika has completed 3 seasons as a summer ranger and gained a 
great level of skill and understanding in the Hooded Plover Program. Annika’s 
main focus for the last 3 months was the Hooded Plover program and I know 
Martin and I would like to thank her personally for her efforts, she has provide 
great support for the program. 
 

Prescribed burning program  
 

Parks Victoria’s prescribed burning program is about to ramp up, so staff will be 
deployed variously across the state for these burns. If you need to report any 
Hooded Plover related incidents please call 131963. The staff will take your infor-
mation and pass it onto whoever is on duty at Rosebud. 
 

Martin Downs & Darren Mitchell 

 

Letter from Libby  
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OUT LOOKING FOR CHICKS! BANDED HOODED PLOVERS 
 

JK 
 

Lester Hunt, 11.2.2012: Shocking weather 
but I went for a walk on the backbeach Point 
Lonsdale anyway and at 2W there was PL 
and JK plus 2 other adults. High tide, strong 
easterly wind. I attempted a video and its on 
youtube at: 
www.youtube.com/watch?v=16dOCZZmCk8 
 

There is tension between PL and one of the 
other adults. 
 
Grainne, 13.2.2012: Little JK, one of the 
chicks that fledged from Boags Rocks (the 
only one we managed to band) has been 
spotted over at Point Lonsdale, hanging out 
with PL, last year's fledgling from The Oaks 
beach on the Bass Coast! This is very cool! 
 

 
 
 

REPORTING OF FLAGGED HOODED PLOVERS 
 

Please let me know of any flagged birds that you see. 
 

The main information we like to collect when we see a banded bird is: 
 

♦ Date and Time of day 
 

♦ Location: as specific as possible, gps fix ideal 

 

♦ Age: Adult, Subadult, Juvenile, Chick 
 

♦ ID of bird and which leg 
 

♦ Number and ID of birds it is with 
 

♦ Behaviour: breeding, not breeding, flocking? 
 

♦ How you saw the flag: binos, scope or camera 
 

♦ Include any photos 
 

Grainne Maguire  
Grainne.Maguire@birdlife.org.au 
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A great learning experience for an apprentice bird watcher!  I have recently retired and have 
a bit more time for hobbies.  So we joined PENBOC and started going to the monthly meets.  
Then I noticed an article on the Friends of the Hooded Plover.  
 

A quick phone call and next thing you know I am walking St Andrews Beach, learning the 
simple things about surveying birds. I now do the monthly Gunnamatta walk with some very 
experienced bird watchers. This is an invaluable experience.  
 

As the season progresses the birds pair up, then nest.  What happens next!  Well you have 
six pairs with nests up and down the beach. Then you have a very high tide with a big swell 
and suddenly you don’t have any nests, just pairs nesting again. Another big sea and you 
only have one pair of birds.  
 

Then come late January you have just one pair and finally one plump chick, happily feeding 
on the rock shelf.  February I saw it for the first time on the Thursday and it was reported to 
be flying on Friday. Let’s see what happens and the next visit brings when I’m out looking 
for chicks. 
 

Denis Goss 

Gunnamatta chick ready to fly but still guarded with a parent on each side 
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JK at Point Lonsdale 

Chick update:  The chick, estimated to be at least 6 weeks old, has been flagged MU.   
 

Interestingly, for a bird of this age, whilst it was being handled both parents did the broken 
wing display. 

Val Ford 
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HOODED PLOVERS BANDED/FLAGGED ON THE MORNINGTON PENINSULA 

Date Zone Location Exact location Age Chick age Previous 
bands/flags 

Flag 
ID 

Right 
tarsus 

Left 
tarsus 

Right 
tibia 

Left 
tibia Notes on breeding status Partner or parent 

30/12/2010 MPNP Portsea London Bridge Adult  unb BS metal  BS  current nest, incubating bird unbanded 
30/12/2010 MPNP Portsea Franklin Rd East Juvenile  unb DT metal   DT in a flock with 3 adults  
30/12/2010 MPNP Portsea Franklin Rd East Adult  unb CU metal  CU  in a flock of 4 adults and Juvenile DT  
30/12/2010 MPNP Portsea Franklin Rd Access Adult  unb MB metal   MB in a flock of 3 adults incl CU plus 1 juv DT  
11/01/2011 MPNP Rye Heyfields Adult  unb AZ metal  AZ  1 of 3 birds from nest with 2 eggs unbanded 
11/01/2011 MPNP Rye Heyfields Adult  unb none metal    1 of pair with scrape no eggs  

25/02/2011 MPNP Portsea London Bridge Chick around 
27 days 
old 

unb EC metal  EC  only survivor in brood parent is BS plus 
one unb 

25/02/2011 Point Ne-
pean NP 

Observatory 
Point 

The Bend Chick hatched 
around 
29/1/11 

unb BB  metal  BB only survivor in brood unb parents 

18/03/2011 MPNP St Andrews Moana Court East Adult  unb DU metal  DU  in a flock of 27 birds which included 1 juvenile  
18/03/2011 MPNP Portsea Franklin Rd West Chick  unb HC metal  HC  from nest at Franklin rd access, just west parent is BH, other 

unb 
18/03/2011 MPNP Portsea Franklin Rd West Adult  unb BH metal  BH  with chick parent of HC, 

partner unb 
22/07/2011 MPNP Moana  Subadult  unb CS metal  CS  in a flock of 12 (4 juveniles and 8 adults)  
22/07/2011 MPNP Moana  Subadult  unb HB metal  HB  in flock of 12  
22/07/2011 MPNP Koonya East  Adult  R=metal, 

L=black 
MW metal  MW   partner unb 

22/07/2011 MPNP Koonya West  Adult  OM/Blue grey JZ metal  JZ   partner unb 
28/10/2011 MPNP Gunnamatta Fingal 1st pair Adult  unb BJ metal  BJ  recently lost chicks (17/10/11) partner LS 
28/10/2011 MPNP Gunnamatta Fingal 1st pair Adult  unb LS  metal  LS recently lost chicks (17/10/11) partner BJ 
28/10/2011 MPNP Gunnamatta Between 2nd & 3rd territory Adult  DU DU metal  DU  in flock with BJ, CE and 2unb birds  
28/10/2011 MPNP Gunnamatta Between 2nd & 3rd territory Adult  unb CE  metal  CE in flock with BJ, DU and 2unb birds  
28/10/2011 MPNP Heyfields Rd Heyfields furtherest east group of 3 Adult  AZ AZ metal  AZ  from group of 3, JB plus 1 unb AZ 
28/10/2011 MPNP Heyfields Rd Heyfields furtherest east group of 3 Adult  unb JB metal   JB from group of 3, with AZ plus 1 unb JB 
28/10/2011 MPNP Heyfields Rd Heyfields first from access Adult  unb EE  metal  EE pair with fresh nest scrapes metal band only 
28/10/2011 MPNP St Andrews Paradise drive Adult  unb DX metal  DX  with chick  
28/10/2011 MPNP St Andrews Paradise drive Adult  unb JY metal   JY with chick  
21/12/2011 Point Ne-

pean NP 
Observatory 
Point 

first pair Adult  unb BM metal  BM  making scrapes metal band only on 
R 

10/01/2012 MPNP Boags rocks  Chick  unb JK metal  JK  just fledged parents HE & unb 
10/01/2012 MPNP Boags rocks  Adult  unb HE metal  HE  2 fledged chicks partner unb, chick 

JK 
10/01/2012 MPNP Portsea SLSC/Farnsworth Adult  BS BS metal  BS  nest 3 eggs unb 
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The Hooded Plovers at Point Lonsdale certainly aren’t shy when it comes to nesting amongst people. 
For the third summer running, they nested near the surf life saving club right on the cusp of the school 
holidays. The “people-savvy” parents incubated their three eggs through November, with two mysteri-
ously disappearing in the lead up to hatching. It may be that a predator such as a magpie managed to 
take the eggs when the parents were disrupted from the nest, but whatever the case, they managed to 
protect one and it was this lucky egg that hatched on the 10th of December, amidst a nipper event at 
the surf club!  Day one and volunteer John Murray sat on the beach all day making sure the chick didn’t 
accidentally get squashed and that it got some time to feed by the water’s edge. 
 

Come the 27th of December, several thousand people ran right past the chick during the Rip to River 
Run. This could have spelt the end for the chick, but Geelong City Council (COGG) events staff and 
Ocean Grove Surf Club President wanted to make sure that the event didn’t put the birds in danger.  
The OGSLSC were at first a bit wary in getting in touch with us, reading the local newspapers’ misrep-
resentation of our volunteer’s perspective, and so thought we were seeking to get the event banned. 
We were able to explain that if event participants and spectators were managed properly, and we could 
put in place a few critical rules, then there needn’t be any radical changes. This meant altering the lo-
cations of drink stations that were further toward Collendina and making sure they weren’t in front of 
the two active nests there, and ensuring the start and finish points weren’t within 300 metres of the 
protected area for the chick. Because chicks are a moveable feast, we had to also ensure that the most 
current position of the chick was communicated to event organisers on the morning of set up and that 
if the location changed, the start point would have to be altered.  Chick banners and additional signs 
were put up around all three breeding sites, plus fences were expanded down toward the water mark. 
Eighteen volunteers put their hand up to spend the morning on the beach by the three sites, ensuring 
no spectators strayed too far up the beach and that the chick was getting feeding time. Chick survived 
Day 18! 
 

Temperatures soared and brought hundreds to thousands of swimmers, walkers and surfers. This is 
where volunteers again gave up their time to sit in the heat and make sure the chick got some time to 
come out from hiding and feed, by asking beach users not to get too close and walkers to leash their 
dogs. Andrea, local hoodie coordinator, did a fantastic job at organising the chick to be watched each 
day. Liz, John and Lachlan were especially brilliant at persuading people to look out for the chick. Next 
came New Years eve and the chick survived (Day 23) parties on the beach and a few breaches through 
the signed area. The chick even became a ‘youtube’ star thanks to Lester and people got an opportu-
nity to watch it grow over the 5 weeks.  On the 4th (Day 26) and 9th (Day 31) of January, Lester cap-
tured footage of the chick making small ‘test flights’! On the 13th of January (Day 35), the family left 
their spot and moved west of Fellows Rd, all three flying together and venturing to different feeding 
spots.   
Check out http://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=player_embedded&v=dUR3b38VIVE 
 

It goes to show that anything is possible when you can assist the hoodies through what, unmanaged, 
would be intolerable conditions for breeding! Well done Pt Lonsdale volunteers, COGG, OGSLSC and all 
the beach users that played their part in getting this chick through! 
 

Grainne Maguire 
 

PS. Tried to catch the fledgling on 8th Feb to no avail – too street smart to be caught! 

NO EASY FEAT FOR A CHICK ON THE BEACH!  
Update  - 21.2.2012 
Latest chick failures were at Point Nor-
man Inverloch, Bore Beach San Remo 
and Kilcunda Trestle Bridge - are now 
down to 1 chick. 
 

5 confirmed fledglings.  Please keep an 
eye out for NH, if sighted that will be six 
fledglings. 
 

28 Pairs           50 Nests 
21 Nest Failures      112 Eggs 
13 live eggs           19 chicks 
1 live chick 
 

One Entanglement Rescue 

At Williamsons Beach (East) by Missy & 
Mark Horner in late December. This was 

breeder “NV” with a chick <10days. 
Missy did a fantastic job and 
showed  great initiative by capturing the 
leg entangled bird herself with the aid 
of a jumper.  She got it quickly to a vet 
just in time to remove the thread 
(without anaesthetic) and returned it to 
the beach the same day where it re-
joined its family.  It was seen moving 
slowly but freely the next day by Mark.   
Probably still not out of the woods yet 
as the bird was quite weak and under-
weight but a terrific outcome thus far as 
the bird was doomed without interven-
tion. 
 

Stephen Johnson, Bass Coast HP 
coordinator 

BASS COAST HOODED PLOVERS  
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PHILLIP ISLAND HOODED PLOVER REFUGE AREAS VANDALISED  
Two small roped off areas, established as temporary refuges, to protect a pair of Hooded Plovers and two chicks 
were destroyed on Saturday January 22nd 2011, in what can only be called an act of environmental vandalism. 
The refuge areas at Grossard Point and Ventnor West, were established after a pair of Hooded Plovers set up a 
nest a few hundred metres east of Grossard Point in December – the first time a nest had ever been recorded 
there. 
 

Immediately after the Nature Parks’ rangers were alerted to the nest in December, they met with the Bass Coast 
Shire Council Environment Officers to work out a protection plan, as the area is managed by the Shire. A tempo-
rary refuge area was established with fencing, signage and chick shelters, as well as further explanatory signage 
placed on all beach access points. Both organisations, plus members of the community, then monitored the 
Hooded Plovers and their nest daily, until the chicks hatched on January 13th. 
 

Nature Parks’ Senior Environment Supervisor, Jarvis Weston, said it was important to monitor the birds daily, as 
the nest was very close to a public access track at Grossard Point. 
“This particular pair of Hooded Plovers had originally nested at Ventnor West beach earlier in the season, but 
their nest had failed. They then moved east to Grossard Point. 
 

“All was going well after chicks hatched on January 13th, however they then disappeared for a few days. We 
thought we had lost them, but then they were spotted on January 21st back at Ventnor West – about 1500 me-
tres west of Grossard Point. A pretty big journey for the young chicks in their first week of life! 
 

“The parents had obviously decided to return to their original nest, which still had the temporary refuge infra-
structure around it. We kept monitoring them over the weekend, with our rangers and volunteers alerting people 
on the beach to the chicks and asking them to keep clear of the area. 
 

“However on Saturday evening we received a phone call informing us that the Grossard Point refuge had been 
vandalised. The fence and signs had been smashed. Then on Sunday morning we found the Ventnor West ref-
uge had also been damaged. 
 

“Our primary concern was for the Hooded Plovers and their chicks. Fortunately we have seen them since the 
weekend, so they are still in the area, and we have re-established a refuge area for them.” 
 

Mr Weston said it is extremely disappointing to see what has happened, given the hard work which goes into 
protecting the Hooded Plovers. 
 

“Hooded Plovers are a protected species. They are a small shore dwelling birds that spend their entire lives on 
our ocean beaches and in some bays. They nest on the beach above the high tide line and in the sand dunes 
over summer, right when it’s the busiest time of year. Chicks feed themselves by pecking small sandhoppers 
from near the water’s edge. 
 

Parents fiercely guard their chicks and will keep them safely in the dunes if disturbed by people or people with 
dogs walking along the beach or sitting on the beach. Eggs can fail to hatch and chicks can starve to death if the 
birds are disturbed too frequently,” Mr Weston said. 
 

“We ask that if any member of the community knows anything about these incidents, that they call the Nature 
Parks’ rangers on 03 5951 2817, or Derek Hibbert, the Bass Coast Shire Council Coast & Bushland Coordinator, 
(03) 5671 2438. 
 

Phillip Island Nature Parks media release, January 24, 2011 

Phillip Island Hooded Plover update  
09.2.2012 

 

On Phillip Island we have had the best start to a breeding 
season since at least 1992‐93 with five Hooded Plover chicks 
fledged well before Christmas (3 from Silverleaves and 2 
from Elizabeth Cove near Grossard Point).  The pair at Silver‐
leaves is on their way to fledging 4 chicks for the season. 
 

Currently have eight chicks of various ages at beaches across 
the island (1 at Magiclands and Silverleaves, 2 at Red Rocks, 
Woolshed Bight, and Ventnor west). 
 

There have been 35 nests recorded, 80 eggs, 18 chicks, there 
are currently 4 nests with eggs (Forrest Caves, Farm Beach, 
Anzac west, and Flynns Reef). 
 

We have been working closely with the Bass Coast Shire 
rangers and the local community at the nest sites at Grossard 
Point, Red Rocks and at Silverleaves.  
 

At Red Rocks Hooded Plover Watch volunteers looked after 2 
chicks almost round the clock for the four days of the Austra‐
lia Day weekend. This was a brilliant effort as the chicks sur‐
vived the hot weather and crowds; the last time hoodies 
nested in this area was 21 years ago. 
 

Jon Fallaw 
Ranger 
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My field work is taking me along the Victorian coastline from Cape Paterson to Nelson, 
through hoodie nesting habitat looking at fox depredation on hoodie nests, using remote 
triggering cameras.  This for me, involves roughly 15km of beach walking each day - and if I 
am really lucky, maybe only 10. 
 

The days seem to either be blissfully clear or overcast rainy and windy.  Walking along the 
beach on a dear day at low tide, well it seems almost perfect.  Fighting along the beach on a 
windy day, as 1 am sure we all know, is not fun, especially when the sand is soft and you 
sink up to your ankles with every step you take, dodging waves as you go.  As I walk I find 
myself constantly looking for Hoodie prints, and no often how many times I find them I find 
myself still getting excited when I do.  Sometimes it seems to me that certain parts of the 
beach are what I like to term a "hoodie-highway", with prints going this was and that, up 
and down, back and forth. 
 

Other things that I notice as I walk are fox tracks.  They are everywhere.  I’s almost impos-
sible to go any distance into the dunes without seeing them, or other evidence of fox inhabi 

tance.  Tracks, scat, animal remains.  But they aren't the only animal hanging out in the 
dunes.  Rats, mice, wombats, kangaroos, wallabies echidnas, dogs, feral cats, foxes, quail, 
oystercatchers, magpies, wrens and of course - ravens.  All of these have shown up on my 
cameras at one stage or another, and most seem to be fairly snap-happy, getting their few 
minutes in the lime-light, or so to say.  In several instances, I have had ravens, rats, mice 
and even a wombat not too happy with my camera placement and they have ever so kindly 
re-arranged them for me so that I might catch them in a better light. 
 

However rather than foxes, ravens seem to be the largest threat to my false nests with 
nests often being taking within hours of being set up.  These animals often return to the site 
several days in a row just to see if they might be lucky enough to catch something more to 
eat. 
 

As amazing a find as this is, it doesn't look too good for our Hoodies.  Dedicated parents as 
they are, it seems that Corvids are just as dedicated hunters, dead set to eat any Hoodie 
nests that they can. It really does give another meaning to "an unkindness or Ravens". 

A FIELD DAY IN THE LIFE OF A STUDENT 
 

Aimie Cribbin (Honours student) 
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Trialling nest camera setups at St Andrews beach Aimie, in centre of photo, assisting Grainne & team with banding at St Andrews 
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BEACH-WASHED LITTLE PENGUINS – WILL THEY HAVE MICROCHIPS? 
During July 2011 I had an email exchange with Paula Wasiak, Phillip Island Nature 
Park, about whether or not the beach-washed Little Penguins we see on our 
beaches would have microchips (flipper banding was stopped many years ago) 
and if so could we read them.  Below are some notes from those emails. 
 

Whilst doing our monthly hooded plover survey this morning Chris Willocks and I noted a 
number of beach-washed little penguins on the beach.  Chris said “if we had a microchip 
reader we might be able to establish where the penguins were microchipped”.  I then 
thought that you will be using some sort of device at Phillip Island to identify your birds.   
 

What do you use and is it something that could purchased ‘off the shelf’? 
 

We just use standard Trovan microchips- the ones that vets use in dogs & cats. You could potentially 
just take them to the vets to get them scanned, but if they’re after their own scanners then they can 
look into: 
 

AREH5 scanners: they’re what we use here. They are the most sturdy scanners but don’t like water 
or sand & will set you back approx $1600 
 

Alternatively, they can just get a pocket scanner like this one: http://www.microchips.com.au/products/
lid-560-pocket-reader 
It’s nowhere near as sturdy as the AREH5 scanner, but if they’re just going to be scanning the odd 
beach-washed penguin then it’s definitely the way to go as it’s priced at $425. 
 

All of these products can be purchased from Microchips Australia: http://www.microchips.com.au 
 

Nine times out of 10 the beach-washed birds will not have a chip though. In fact, of the 50 or so that 
we’ve had put in our research freezer the past week, none have had chips! 
 

What percentage of the Phillip Island birds are you microchipping?  Do you know if any of 
the birds in other colonies are being microchipped? 
 

We check less than 10% of the colony on a regular basis and would only tag approximately 1500 
birds a year- approx 1000 chicks and 500 new adults This is a very small percentage of the popula-
tion as we’re estimated to have about 16 000 breeding pairs here.  
 

St Kilda & Warrnambool both microchip their penguins and they’re under our permit so we have all 
the records. St Kilda would microchip maybe 200 a year and Warrnambool maybe up to 50, if that, a 
year.  

Val Ford 

HOODED PLOVERS AND VERY HOT DAYS 
 

Peter Dann, Phillip Island Hooded Plovers:  One of our nest cameras showed that on a recent very hot day the birds were doing nest shift changes about every 5 mins with the birds 
bringing moisture/water to the nest/eggs. 
 

Grainne Maguire:  It is common on really hot days that the birds run down to the water's edge and wet their bellies to cool the eggs. I'm sure this has been published in Mike West-
ern's work. Steve Johnson on the Bass Coast has seen the birds shimmy across during changeover so that the eggs weren't exposed to heat for even a second! 
 

The cameras, that Peter Dann referred to, are part of an honours project that we have running.  We are doing the pilot where BA has given key volunteers across the state training 
on how to set them up and we are filming nests across different habitats to see if their predation patterns differ. Jason will start his honours project proper in July this year.  
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THE PERILS OF HOODIE PHOTOGRAPHY 

It was a painstaking stalk closing the distance to the hoodies.  For over thirty minutes I had 
maintained a low profile by waddling like a duck, crawling, sliding on my belly and feigning 
indifference when the birds looked my way.  My quads ached and it was difficult keeping the 
camera equipment out of the sand.  Finally I could lie next to the large clump of drying 
beach wrack, the only available cover in the vicinity. 
 

The hoodies were all too aware of my presence but were happily preening as I focused on 
the nearest bird.  I was about to take the first image when for some inexplicable reason the 
birds flew.  I lay prostrate on the sand, aghast, watching them fly into the distance wonder-
ing what spooked them.  A second later I felt something moist on the back of my thigh and 
then a hot breath.  I turned to eyeball a large, intimidating dog that proceeded to slobber on 
me.  "He won't hurt you" I heard the owner yell from a distance, "Fantastic" I sarcastically 
thought. 
 

As an avid wildlife photographer I enjoy combining hoodie monitoring with my hobby. But 
things do not always go as planned, I can go weeks without getting a good image and some 
behaviours such as the crazy display still elude me. 
 

Bird photography is an extremely challenging pursuit.  It is not only the bird's cooperation 

that has a bearing on the likely outcome of an image.  All the elements come into play ~ the 
light, wind direction and setting.  Photographing at the bird's eye level will nearly always 
strengthen an image and with hoodies that means that you often need to be lying on the 
sand. 
 

Being associated with a pair whose breeding territory encompasses the local nudist beach 
has led to some interesting encounters too.  One morning I found the hoodies feeding out 
on the exposed reef at low tide.  Unfortunately a few nudists were wandering around on the 
reef as well.  I was busy taking images when the lower legs of a man appeared in the view-
finder.  This middle-aged gent (and I use the term lightly) took great offence at my pres-
ence and scared the birds off.  A verbal battle ensued and my response was swift.  "Listen 
mate, I'm only interested in taking pictures of the birds and if I had a body like that I'd be 
wearing a paper bag over my head." 
 

Other dangers await the unwary.  Wading across the local estuary I was carrying my cam-
era, telephoto lens and tripod across my shoulder when my foot found a large hole and I fell 
sideways into the drink.  I somehow managed to keep thousands of dollars worth of camera 
equipment above the waterline.  My wrist ached for weeks but the bank balance was kept 
intact. 
 

Sometimes though, it just all comes together. Within minutes I can capture that special im-
age.  Often I will then relocate to a comfortable spot on the beach, sit back and observe the 
hoodies going about their daily existence. 
 

In those moments I learn a lot about hoodie behaviours.  Armed with this knowledge and 
being able to anticipate what will occur makes taking the next hoodie image just a little bit 
easier. 
 

Geoff Gates 
Word about the Hood, Sixth edition December 2011 

EC at Collendinia 
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The Quad Bike Queen of Cowley Beach 
 

At least we don't have The QBQ to contend with down here.   
 

Glad she isn't on our turf, although with footage like this you could 
fine her!!  
 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rXZERUk5YE4&feature=related 
 

Grainne Maguire per Andrea Dennett  
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Friends of the Hooded Plover 
 

From Newsletter of the Victorian Environment Friends Network, Number 77 November 2011 

In this issue, we throw our spotlight on numerous groups along the coastline working with a common purpose — to protect one bird species. 

To birds that nest on beaches, people can be either their 
downfall or their salvation. Over 200 volunteers take part in 
Birds Australia’s National Beach-nesting Birds project, with 
regional groups along the Victorian and South Australian 
coasts monitoring the charismatic little Hooded Plover during 
its long spring and summer breeding season. 
 

Sadly, Hooded Plovers have one of the lowest chick survival 
rates in the world. This is because they rely on the beach and 
dunes to raise their chicks, but struggle to do this in the com-
pany of people and dogs. Fortunately, scientists at Birds Aus-
tralia have discovered a way to minimise risks of eggs being 
stepped on and to create a buffer from human and dog distur-
bance, by signing and fencing nesting areas and 
ensuring beach users walk past this small area (often 100 me-

tres long) along the water’s edge, with dogs on the lead.  
When beach users do this, the birds generally don’t get dis-
turbed off their eggs, and if they have chicks, the chicks don’t 
have to go into hiding for long periods (where they starve). 
 

The Hooded Plover is one of the few species where you can 
directly relate investment in protective efforts to improved 
breeding success.  As awareness amongst beach users has 
grown, the chances of the birds having at least one chick sur-
vive on a beach with hundreds to thousands of beach users 
has grown ten-fold, and is the equivalent to that experienced 
by birds on remote beaches.  It takes patience 
and effort to get to this point, but volunteers care very much 
for these vulnerable birds. 
 

Groups take part in a range of activi-
ties, from monthly surveys of 
beaches, finding and monitoring 
nests to record their fate, assisting 
rangers with updating signs or put-
ting up fences, raising awareness on 
the beach, ‘chick sitting’ and taking 
part in activities for kids and dog 
owners through ‘dogs breakfasts’. 
Involvement can vary from a few 
days chick sitting during summer or 
assisting with an event, to more 
regular monitoring of pairs over their 
eight-month breeding season.  Vol-
unteers become very connected to 
their local pair of birds and are re-
warded with some amazing sights, 
such as seeing the chicks take flight 
for the first time. 
 

Grainne Maguire, Project Manager, 
Beach-nesting Birds Project  

g.maguire@birdsaustralia.com.au 
0400 910 761 

The personal experience of a 
Hooded Plover Friend: 
 

In my twenty years or so of being a volunteer in 
community based conservation groups, I have 
planted hundreds of trees, cut down thousands of 
woody weeds and pulled many more thousand weeds 
from the earth.  But the easiest conservation activity 
I have ever performed is being a Warden for Hooded 
Plover chicks. 
 

In its simplest form, being a Warden involves putting 
on a brightly coloured vest, sitting on a beach nearby 
a recently hatched Hooded Plover chick and reading 
a book or listening to the waves roll in. 
 

The most important aspect of the job is having a 
presence on the beach. Just being there is enough to 
prevent what could be a fatal interaction between a 
person/dog and the tiny new Hooded Plover.  Being 
there is a sign that someone is watching out for the 
chick and, more importantly, someone is watching 
those who are using the beach. 
 

There is no requirement to be an expert or highly 
skilled bird watcher.  Even if you cannot see the 
chick (which is most of the time), your presence is 
enough to keep the public honest.  
 

So if you want to spend a peaceful hour or so on a 
beach in a national park this summer and contribute 
directly to protecting a threatened species, contact 
one of the people listed in the box, or go to 
www.hoodedplover.com . 
 

There are fewer than 600 Hooded Plovers left in Vic-
toria and in the Mornington Peninsula National Park 
over 94% of eggs fail to become an adult Hooded 
Plover. 

Malcolm Brown, Friends of Hooded Plovers 
(Mornington Peninsula) Inc. Dr Mike Weston and a young helper with a Hooded Plover on Breamlea Beach, Torquay  
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